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Letter from the Director 

Dear Delegates, 

 It is my great pleasure to welcome you all to the OPEC committee of CAHSMUN 
2017. My name is Andrew Wei and I will have the highest honor of serving as the inaugural 
director for this committee. I am currently attending St George’s school as an 11th grade 
student and I participated in my first MUN conference four years ago. Over the past four 
years, I have learnt to appreciate the exhilaration and excitement of MUN, whether it be 
through forming a caucus group, solving a crisis, or reaching a consensus. I have learned very 
much from MUN in the past three years, and I hope to help you achieve the same learning 
through this committee. 

 In this conference, I trust you all to find forge new experiences and exceed your own 
limits. Whether it be your first or your fifteenth conference, do not shy away from the 
opportunities that await you. I entrust upon you the responsibility of leaving your comfort 
zone and taking the helm of leadership. Finally, if you have any questions, do not hesitate to 
contact me or my dais members. On behalf of my staff and CAHSMUN 2017, I would like to 
welcome you to OPEC. 

Best of luck, 

Andrew Wei 

OPEC Director – CAHSMUN 2017 
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Committee Description 
 

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries is an intergovernmental association 
of some of the world’s largest producers of oil. It was founded in 1960 by five original 
members in order to allow for producers to gain power in the international oil market by 
working together to coordinate supplies and prices. Prior to the founding of OPEC, the world 
oil market was dominated by seven major oil corporations known as the “Seven Sisters”. After 
the founding, individual countries began gaining greater control over their natural resources, 
increasing their leverages over prices and profits and massively expanding their profits. 
Nowadays, OPEC consists of 14 members1, representing approximately 43 percent of the 
world’s oil production and 73% percent of its reserves2. Henceforth, they will continue being a 
significant player in the world’s energy market. This is demonstrated by the OPEC oil 
embargo of 1973, in which OPEC launched an embargo against Israel’s allies in response to 
the Yom Kippur War, leading to a 600% increase in prices. Moreover, OPEC has the ability to 
set prices and production quotas for its member states, allowing it to exert great economic 
power. 

At CAHSMUN 2017, the OPEC committee will constitute all 14 member states of OPEC, and 
6-16 (depends on number of countries) of the world’s largest oil producers. Together, these 
nations form the lynchpins of the global energy economy and have substantial influence in the 
social, political, and economic landscape of the world. 

Topic B: The Decline of Oil in the Global Energy Market 
Overview 
 
For the past half of a century, oil has been the dominant source of energy for powering 
modern industrial society. Oil has provided a source of energy for transportation, industrial, 
electrical, and commercial purposes for many years, and will continue to do so in the near and 
medium future. However, petroleum’s premier status is not guaranteed. Concerns about 
greenhouse gas emissions have led many nations to promote alternatives to fossil fuels, 
attempting to diminish its relevance in the global energy market. In transportation (which 
takes up about 70%3 of global oil usage), demand for petroleum-powered internal combustion 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/06/03/a-brief-history-of-opec-at-a-glance/ 
2 http://www.eia.gov/beta/international/rankings/#?prodact=53-1&cy=2014&pid=53&aid=1&tl_id=1-
A&tl_type=a&v=B 
3 http://www.petroleum.co.uk/the-future-of-petroleum 
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engine (ICE) vehicles are stagnating whilst electric vehicles (EVs) increase their total sales by 
50% per year.4 Similar trends are true in industrial, commercial and electrical sectors, with oil 
slowly but steadily losing ground to non-oil sources; according to some estimates, the world 
may lose up to a third of global crude oil demand from electric vehicles alone.5 In addition, 
global conventional oil reserves are slowly and steadily being depleted, and oil usage has 
shifted towards non-conventional and hard-to-extract sources such as shale gas, tar sands and 
remote exotic oil. These sources are nowhere as sustainable as conventional oil; shale gas 
production in many wells has declined by over 50% in a year.6 Although in the short-term, oil 
is likely to remain cheap and a crucial part of global energy infrastructure, simple economic 
logic dictates that the oil age will eventually meet its end, due to a combination of stifling 
demand, reserve depletion, and divestment. As nations heavily dependent on the export of oil, 
OPEC members will have to prepare for the end of the oil age. 

Timeline  
1956: M. King Hubbert predicts that US conventional oil production would go into terminal 
decline in the 1970s due to the increasing cost of extraction.7 

Mid-1980s: Global oil consumption exceeds global oil discoveries. The world consumes more 
oil than it can replace using discoveries. 

1985: The Jebel Ali Free Zone is completed in the UAE, marking its first step towards 
economic diversification away from an oil-based economy.8 

1990: Norway establishes the Government Petroleum Fund, intended to store oil revenues 
and invest in them for a post-oil future. Today, the fund is valued at around $800 billion US 
dollars.9 

June 2000: Sheikh Yamani, a former Saudi Arabian oil minister, predicts a sharp drop of 
demand for oil as consumers move on to different fuel sources.10 

Mid-2000s: Oil demand in developed countries peak, sparked by shifting consumer habits 
and an increase in global fuel efficiency.11 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Will-Electric-Vehicles-Cause-A-Future-Oil-Crash.html 
5 ibid 
6 https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23030762-700-the-man-who-predicted-peak-oil/ 
7 ibid 
8 http://www.asfar.org.uk/the-diversification-of-the-emirati-economy/ 
9 http://qz.com/252753/norways-gargantuan-sovereign-wealth-fund-by-the-numbers/ 
10 http://www.energypost.eu/historic-moment-saudi-arabia-sees-end-oil-age-coming-opens-valves-carbon-bubble/ 
11 http://press.ihs.com/press-release/energy/oil-demand-developed-countries-has-peaked 
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December 2015: 195 countries across the world agree upon the Paris Agreement, a global 
agreement on combating climate change. Included in the agreement is an ambitious goal to 
balance out all global greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.12 

February 2016: Member states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) announce that they 
would introduce the Value Added Tax (VAT) in 2018, in preparation of a global economic 
landscape not favorable to oil.13 

April 2016: Muhammad bin Salman, Saudi Arabia’s deputy crown prince, announces a series 
of measures to end Saudi Arabia’s dependence on oil by 2030.14 

2030s: Estimated date of peak oil demand.15 

Historical Analysis 
Predictions of the decline of the oil industry have dated back to the beginning of the industry 
itself. However, the first notable modern theory regarding the topic was dated to 1956, when 
M. King Hubbert put forward the theory of peak oil, in which the eventual cost of extracting 
conventional oil would reach a point where consumers would turn to other sources of 
energy.16 This prediction was confirmed by the fact that by the mid-1980s, the world was 
consuming more oil than what could be discovered daily; furthermore, the theory also 
succeeded in predicting the fall of US oil production in the 1970s. 

However, the rise of the exploitation of unconventional oil sources and the falling price of oil 
in the short term has discredited this theory to a certain extent, because it has showed that 
new technology could find new oil sources that could last the world for a vastly extended 
period of time. In recent times, a new theory for the demise of oil has come up: peak 
demand.17 Rapid advances in energy efficiency of human technology, coupled with growing 
environmental awareness in the population and the rise of alternates to oil such as renewable 
energy, have once again raised the concern that oil’s days may be numbered. To quote Sheikh 
Yamani, a former Saudi Arabian oil minister, “Thirty years from now there will be a huge 
amount of oil - and no buyers. Oil will be left in the ground. The Stone Age came to an end, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 http://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2015/12/a-readers-guide-to-the-paris-agreement/420345/ 
13 http://gulfnews.com/business/economy/gcc-states-in-agreement-on-5-vat-1.1677576 
14 http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21697673-bold-promises-bold-young-prince-they-will-
be-hard-keep-saudi-arabias 
15 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/06/06/oil-demand-to-peak-in-2030-as-energy-experts-slash-forecasts/ 
16 https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23030762-700-the-man-who-predicted-peak-oil/ 
17 http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-worlds-appetite-for-oil-will-peak-soon-1430881507 
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not because we had a lack of stones, and the oil age will come to an end not because we have a 
lack of oil.”18 

Recent trends have reinforced this idea. In OECD countries, oil production peaked in 2005, 
and is slowly declining; as vehicle ownership declines, passenger vehicle fuel economy 
increases and alternate energy sources further penetrate the market. In the EU, total oil 
consumption has fallen by almost a fifth since 2007, showing the massive decline in 
consumption in the developed world. Even in developing nations, oil demand is slowing; for 
example, in China, energy consumption growth fell from around 7% in 2010 to 1% in 2015, 
once again exemplifying the global trend of slowing oil demand. With these trends in mind, 
global oil consumption is expected to peak in 2030, it is clear to see that the industry’s days 
may soon be numbered.19 

With these developments in mind, governments have begun to adapt to the situation. In 1985, 
the UAE opened up the Jebel Ali Free Zone20 in order to establish itself as a regional trade 
hub, reducing its demand in oil. By investing in tourism, entertainment, finance, trade, and 
even green energy, the UAE was able to utilize its oil revenue to generate a long-term 
sustainable economy. This was further compounded by the establishment of the Dubai 
International Financial Centre in 2004, which established financial infrastructure that allowed 
Dubai to be recognized as the financial hub of the Middle East.21 Following the example of the 
UAE and Dubai, other Middle Eastern states have begun to enact economic reforms in order 
to adapt to the future. In 2016, the GCC announced the establishment of a unified VAT tax in 
2018 that would allow for nations to rely on taxation of its population, not on oil, to function 
the government.22 Moreover, on April 2016, Saudi Arabia’s deputy crown prince, announced 
economic reforms that aimed to open up the Saudi economy and end its status as a petro-state 
by 2030.23 

Economic diversification is not the only method of adaptation. In 1990, Norway founded the 
Government Petroleum Fund, storing their oil revenues in an $819 billion dollar sovereign 
wealth fund to maintain the country’s oil wealth for future generations. The founders of the 
fund foresaw a future without oil and began to build up a long-term system for preserving its 
wealth for that time.24 The same course of action has been taken by the UAE, which has also 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 http://www.energypost.eu/historic-moment-saudi-arabia-sees-end-oil-age-coming-opens-valves-carbon-bubble/ 
19 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/06/06/oil-demand-to-peak-in-2030-as-energy-experts-slash-forecasts/ 
20 http://www.asfar.org.uk/the-diversification-of-the-emirati-economy/ 
21 ibid 
22 http://gulfnews.com/business/economy/gcc-states-in-agreement-on-5-vat-1.1677576 
23 http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21697673-bold-promises-bold-young-prince-they-will-
be-hard-keep-saudi-arabias 
24 https://www.nbim.no/en/the-fund/history/ 
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established sovereign wealth funds worth around $600 billion in order to preserve oil wealth 
for future generations.25 

Current Situation 
Despite the current record-breaking global consumption and low oil prices, global oil 
consumption is slowing and is expected to begin to fall in 2030,26 motivated by expected peaks 
in Chinese diesel demand in 2017 and peaks in oil demand by the end of the decade.27 Global 
environmental pacts such as the Paris Accord, signed in 2015, will lower the global demand 
for oil further. Although low oil prices may prologue peak oil demand by five years or more28, 
many petro-states have accepted that the age of oil may soon come to an end. 

Across the world, oil-exporting nations vary in their level of adaptation to a post-oil economy. 
Firstly, there are nations which possess heavily diversified economies. These nations possess a 
well-educated, adaptable population with a high level of participation in the economy. 
Additionally, these states have a relatively low proportion of their economy devoted to oil –
approximately one-quarter to one-half of the economy is devoted to petroleum. In addition, 
these states often have large foreign reserves that grant them fiscal maneuverability and the 
ability to adapt to new global economic situations. An example of this is the Norwegian 
Government Petroleum Fund or the UAE’s extensive sovereign wealth fund. Even if they may 
not be extremely wealthy, other poorer states may succeed in diversifying their economies, 
such as Malaysia and Indonesia, which have moved onto an economy based on 
manufacturing.29 By reinvesting oil income, they have created an economy that is capable of 
surviving the fall of oil.30 Today, even with the mass fall in oil prices and economic turmoil in 
the market, heavily diversified economies such as the city of Dubai in the UAE still manage to 
maintain a healthy GDP growth rate; this is due to the fact that its economy is mostly reliant 
on many diverse sectors.31 

Other nations do not currently possess heavily diversified economies but are implementing or 
are beginning to implement economic reform. For example, in Saudi Arabia, the government 
is implementing a program of vast economic reform. Fiscally, the creation of a sovereign 
wealth fund, the limited privatization of state-run oil companies such as Saudi Aramco, the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 http://www.asfar.org.uk/the-diversification-of-the-emirati-economy/ 
26 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/06/06/oil-demand-to-peak-in-2030-as-energy-experts-slash-forecasts/ 
27 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-01/china-s-fuel-demand-to-peak-sooner-than-oil-giants-expect 
28 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-12/saudi-arabia-s-plan-to-extend-the-age-of-oil 
29 https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/persian-gulf/2014-12-22/saving-opec 
30 http://www.sciedu.ca/journal/index.php/rwe/article/viewFile/120/81 
31 http://www.thenational.ae/business/economy/economic-diversification-and-expo-2020-to-shield-dubai-from-oil-
price-rout 
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Saudi state oil company, and the creation of a taxation regime (most petro-states do not have 
an effective tax system) will help governments collect revenue and taxes when most income 
from oil is gone.32 In the government, the state will have to increase citizen participation in the 
workforce and increase the professionality of the bureaucracy, seeing that many bureaucrats 
in Arab countries do not actually actively govern as their positions are merely positions 
granted by patronage as a method of distributing oil wealth.33 In addition, many petro-states 
have massive and ineffective welfare systems, as well as generous but uncalled for fuel and 
electricity subsidies.34 In a post-oil economy, these inefficiencies will have to be removed as 
near-unlimited oil wealth is can no longer be taken for granted. 

Many countries are also engaging in reform of the private sector by making the nation more 
conducive to business. In Kuwait, for example, the government has reduced barriers to 
business such as administrative red tape, bad infrastructure and tariffs to external trade in a 
bid to stimulate the private sector.35 In Russia, the government had attempted to initiate a 
modernization program that focused on developing an advanced native technology sector, in 
an attempt to maintain the economy’s power in a post-oil age.36 In Iran, non-oil exports have 
been instrumental to the economy, due to the fact that the West’s past sanctions have been 
causing the nation to focus on exporting other goods. Although sanctions were imposed upon 
Iran involuntarily, Iran is better-prepared for a post-oil age due to its diversified economy as a 
result.37 

Ironically, some states are responding to the rise in alternatives of oil by embracing the change 
in the global energy economy. Many Gulf States are beginning to take advantage of another 
less-thought of but equally important resource that these countries possess: reliable and 
consistent sunlight. Most electricity in the Gulf States is generated by oil, but if oil continues 
its decline in global relevance, then other fuel sources may be considered attractive as they 
could be cheaper to use, especially if costly government fuel subsidies are removed. This 
would liberalize the energy economy and continue to make the economy more dynamic and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21697673-bold-promises-bold-young-prince-they-will-
be-hard-keep-saudi-arabias 
33 http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21678243-regions-countries-desperately-need-reform-
their-public-sectors-aiwa-yes 
34 http://www.climatechangenews.com/2015/06/16/venezuela-the-climate-paradox-of-the-petro-state/ 
35 http://www.oxfordbusinessgroup.com/overview/strength-depth-government-plans-economic-development-
increased-private-sector-involvement 
36 http://deepdecarbonization.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/DDPP-Country-case-
study_Russia_Diversification.pdf 
37 http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/iran-beyond-oil 
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modern. For example, Saudi Arabia recently announced a government program that aimed to 
build 9.5 Gigawatts of renewable solar energy by 2023.38 

Finally, some oil-producing states are facing difficulties in adapting, due to internal national 
pressures or an inability to adapt. Many states are already short on funds due to low oil prices; 
it is unlikely that they will be able to find creditors willing to finance their economic reform 
due to the fact that they themselves are in danger of collapse, and doing so would represent 
undue amounts of risk39. Hence, these states are unable to raise money to finance their reform 
and are forced to rely on cutting spending and expenditures, which will be highly unpopular, 
causing social unrest and political instability.40 For example, in Venezuela, the current 
populist government is not willing to undertake reforms for the fear of damaging its already-
strained popularity and strengthening the opposition.41 Another reason for the lack of reform 
in many countries is the simple fact that many economies are too tied down in oil to function 
without it. Many nations such as Venezuela42 and Nigeria43 are not willing to write off their 
only viable and reliable source of income in the short and medium term. The lack of any other 
source of income or a large cushion of savings to begin with is a hindrance to reform. In the 
long-term, many petro-states are victims of their own success: the windfall in money caused 
the state to rely on oil wealth alone for income and to be inefficient with money allocation. 

Past Involvement 
OPEC has involved itself in the affairs of its member states in order to prepare them for a 
post-oil world. One major manner in which this has been done is by investing in non-oil 
sectors of the economy. Through reinvestments of oil money into more diverse economic 
sectors and projects that benefit the whole nation such as infrastructure, education, and 
healthcare, OPEC and member states have helped nations prepare for a post-oil future.44 
OPEC has also established developmental funds in order to assist its member states in 
development, through bodies such as the OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID), 
promoting social and economic development in member states (and also in other poor 
nations). This reinvestment has been encouraged to some extent by OPEC, which has urged 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 http://www.apricum-group.com/saudi-arabia-announces-9-5-gw-renewable-energy-target-new-king-salman-
renewable-energy-initiative/ 
39 http://nationalinterest.org/feature/twilight-the-petrostate-16235 
40 ibid 
41 http://www.climatechangenews.com/2015/06/16/venezuela-the-climate-paradox-of-the-petro-state/ 
42 ibid 
43 http://www.salon.com/2016/05/30/there_will_be_mayhem_pity_the_poor_petro_partner/ 
44 http://www.sciedu.ca/journal/index.php/rwe/article/viewFile/120/81 
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its member states to use oil revenues to initiate a smooth transition to a post-oil age through 
diversification.45 

Another way in which OPEC has intervened in the decline of the oil age is by setting prices 
and production intended to prolong the age of oil. Ever since former Saudi oil minister Sheikh 
Yamani recognized that the end of oil demand growth was near, experts have argued that by 
keeping oil prices low and production high, OPEC could keep demand for oil high, as oil 
would be cheaper relative to alternative energy sources.46 High oil prices cause consumers to 
switch over to non-oil sources, so some members of OPEC have proposed retaining low prices 
to maintain oil’s competitiveness and delay the advent of peak demand. Peak demand would 
cause an irreversible decline in the oil industry,47 and render the vast oil reserves that OPEC 
nations currently hold worthless.48 This strategy may explain OPEC’s current policy of 
pumping at maximum capacity – after all, “a barrel of oil sold at a profit is more valuable than 
a barrel that will never be sold.”49 

Possible Solutions 
Economic diversification is a widely touted solution for many petro-states across the world. 
This course of action has been supported by many international observers due to the fact that 
it reduces exposure to risk in global markets, allows a nation to have a more flexible and 
adaptable economy and does not leave the nation “stranded” at the end of the oil age.50 
However obvious the benefits may be, there are many difficulties to economic diversification. 
When the oil industry of a nation booms, it is difficult to persuade countries to transition to 
what may be a less profitable and less efficient set of industries.51 When the industry is falling, 
oil revenues are often the only reliable source of income a government can depend on, making 
changing economic direction challenging.52 In addition, diversification is a long process that 
takes many years, so many times short-term solutions are looked more favorably upon, 
especially in a market that can fluctuate rapidly in the course of a month. Certain nations may 
seek to balance government budgets using oil before embarking on radical economic reform. 

Economic diversification, however, cannot be achieved without serious reforms of 
governments and businesses across a country. Hence, liberalization and privatization are 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/896.htm 
46 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-12/saudi-arabia-s-plan-to-extend-the-age-of-oil 
47 ibid 
48 http://www.energypost.eu/historic-moment-saudi-arabia-sees-end-oil-age-coming-opens-valves-carbon-bubble/ 
49 ibid 
50 https://www.imf.org/external/np/seminars/eng/2010/afrfin/pdf/Gelb2.pdf 
51 http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/stephen-gordon-a-more-diversified-less-prosperous-economy 
52 http://www.salon.com/2016/05/30/there_will_be_mayhem_pity_the_poor_petro_partner/ 
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other possible solutions to be considered for countries looking to reduce their reliance on oil 
exports. Currently, state-owned oil companies are large and inefficient, with revenues 
collected spent on wasteful government handouts. By privatizing state-owned oil companies, 
governments promote investment, which will lead to the development of diversified economic 
sectors53  and expose them to market competition, increasing efficiency and contributing to 
governmental austerity measures that are necessary to save money in a post-oil world. 
However, there are many sources of opposition to economic liberalization. Conservative 
elements in many governments have a vested interest in ensuring that their economic assets 
remain firmly under state control, and are unlikely to support increasing foreign (particularly 
Western) influence in their markets. Such is the case in Azerbaijan, where networks of 
oligarchs control large ineffective sectors of the economy that need to be reformed in order to 
survive the post-oil age. Although President Ilham Aliyev may seem willing to liberalize to 
some extent, it is uncertain whether this is a long-term commitment to reform or a short-term 
appeasement of the economy.54 Many states are currently beholden to certain oligarchs and 
are unlikely to accept loosening control that may cause a loss of power. 

Many countries have created sovereign wealth funds in order to preserve their oil wealth for 
future generations at the end of the oil age. This solution has been implemented across many 
nations due to the fact that it will help a government maintain a stable level of spending and 
balance out financially successful years with non-successful ones. Many nations have 
emulated Norway’s successful Government Petroleum Fund, which currently holds nearly one 
trillion dollars in assets and is able to sustain the government for many years.55 However, the 
primary issue with the creation of a fund is feasibility. Many governments do not have enough 
money to balance their own budgets, let alone create a sovereign wealth fund and reinvest for 
the future. Hence, this option may only be available to governments with large amounts of 
funds available. The project runs the risk of diverting funds from more pressing government 
projects such as finding another source of income. 

There have been some outside observers who have said that certain OPEC nations have been 
intentionally keeping oil prices low to stimulate demand and to push back peak demand for 
oil. When oil prices fell from $100 to $60 a barrel, it was estimated that the global peak in 
demand could be moved back by five years, giving governments more room to transition to a 
post-oil economy in the long term.56 At even lower prices, peak demand may be pushed even 
further. As a result of low oil prices, average fuel efficiency for cars sold in the USA has stayed 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-01/saudi-arabia-plans-2-trillion-megafund-to-dwarf-all-its-
rivals 
54 http://energy.csmonitor.com/petrostates 
55 https://www.nbim.no/en/the-fund/history/ 
56 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-12/saudi-arabia-s-plan-to-extend-the-age-of-oil 
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even for the past two years and reversing the trend seen for the last couple of years; this shows 
an increase in fuel consumption and that the strategy may be working. However, pursuing low 
oil prices to preserve oil’s share in the global energy market can negatively impact numerous 
petro-states, as analysed in the previous topic. Furthermore, prolonging global dependence on 
oil can have negative impacts on the global climate, increasing carbon emissions and 
accelerating global warming. 

Bloc Positions 

Diversified Economies 
Diversified economies worldwide have successfully transitioned from an oil-exporting 
economy and are not heavily affected by the fall of the oil age. These nations would benefit 
from a post-oil economy as a rise in alternatives to oil can have many positive effects. The 
reduction in fuel emissions can cause a lessening of the effects of climate change, which will 
cause innumerable benefits.57 Lessening usage of oil can lead to improved public health, as the 
health effects of usage of fossil fuels can be between 2.5% to 6% of a nation’s GDP.58 
Additionally, reducing usage of fossil fuels can allow the energy market to be more stable and 
reliable, with great benefits for consumers. Finally, there is the benefit of a decreasing 
dependence on foreign exports, which can lead to a geopolitical redistribution of power in 
favor of diversified economies. Diversified economies would see limited merit in helping the 
aging oil industry, and would help petro-states diversify their economies only if it helped them 
as well in some way. 

Petro-States 
Petro-states face great challenges from the fall of the oil age. Although they vary greatly in 
their ability to adapt to the situation, they must use the potential solutions discussed above in 
order to successfully transition away from oil and to a stable and prosperous economy. These 
states may request assistance in the transition away from the oil age, but must keep in mind 
that other nations may face similar challenges and may be stretched for funds. States must 
keep in mind that certain conservative elements in their countries may oppose reform and 
hence a cautious approach must be taken. In addition, the final solution (keeping oil prices 
low to stimulate demand) can have many varied impacts depending on the economy of a 
petro-state (see previous topic), and this must be discussed before implementation. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
57 http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/our-energy-choices/renewable-energy/public-benefits-of-
renewable.html#.V5L5WbgrKhc 
58 ibid 
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Discussion Questions 
1.! How dependent is your country on oil export? 
2.! What is the current state of your country’s economy? How does this impact your 

country’s ability to adapt to a post-oil era? 
3.! How urgently does your country need to diversify and liberalize? 
4.! What elements in your country could oppose diversification and liberalization? 
5.! How much fiscal maneuverability does your country have? 
6.! How do low oil prices factor into adaptation for a post-oil future? 
7.! How could your country help OPEC adapt to a post-oil future? 
8.! How could OPEC help your nation adapt to a post-oil future? 
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